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Abstract
We consider stochastically modeled chemical reaction systems with mass-action kinetics
and prove that a product-form stationary distribution exists for each closed, irreducible subset
of the state space if an analogous deterministically modeled system with mass-action kinet-
ics admits a complex balanced equilibrium. Feinberg’s deficiency zero theorem then implies
that such a distribution exists so long as the corresponding chemical network is weakly re-
versible and has a deficiency of zero. The main parameter of the stationary distribution for the
stochastically modeled system is a complex balanced equilibrium value for the corresponding
deterministically modeled system. We also generalize our main result to some non-mass-action
kinetics.
1 Introduction
There are two commonly used models for chemical reaction systems: discrete stochastic models
in which the state of the system is a vector giving the number of each molecular species, and
continuous deterministic models in which the state of the system is a vector giving the concentra-
tion of each molecular species. Discrete stochastic models are typically used when the number of
molecules of each chemical species is low and the randomness inherent in the making and breaking
of chemical bonds is important. Conversely, deterministic models are used when there are large
numbers of molecules for each species and the behavior of the concentration of each species is
well approximated by a coupled set of ordinary differential equations.
Typically, the goal in the study of discrete stochastic systems is to either understand the evolu-
tion of the distribution of the state of the system or to find the long term stationary distribution of the
system, which is the stochastic analog of an equilibrium point. The Kolmogorov forward equation
(chemical master equation in the chemistry literature) describes the evolution of the distribution
and so work has been done in trying to analyze or solve the forward equation for certain classes
of systems ([20]). However, it is typically an extremely difficult task to solve or even numeri-
cally compute the solution to the forward equation for all but the simplest of systems. Therefore,
simulation methods have been developed that will generate sample paths so as to approximate the
distribution of the state via Monte Carlo methods. These simulation methods include algorithms
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that generate statistically exact ([1, 22, 23, 21]) and approximate ([3, 5, 24, 9]) sample paths. On
the other hand, the continuous deterministic models, and in particular mass-action systems with
complex balancing states, have been analyzed extensively in the mathematical chemistry litera-
ture, starting with the works of Horn, Jackson, and Feinberg ([26, 27, 28, 15]), and continuing
with Feinberg’s deficiency theory in ([16, 17, 18, 19]). Such models have a wide range of appli-
cations in the physical sciences, and now they are beginning to play an important role in systems
biology ([13, 25, 37]). Recent mathematical analysis of continuous deterministic models has fo-
cused on their potential to admit multiple equilibria ([11, 12]) and on dynamical properties such as
persistence and global stability ([37, 7, 2, 4, 6]).
One of the major theorems pertaining to deterministic models of chemical systems is the defi-
ciency zero theorem of Feinberg ([17, 16]). The deficiency zero theorem states that if the network
of a system satisfies certain easily checked properties, then within each compatibility class (invari-
ant manifold in which a solution is confined) there is precisely one equilibrium with strictly positive
components, and that equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable ([17, 16]). The surprising aspect
of the deficiency zero theorem is that the assumptions of the theorem are completely related to the
network of the system whereas the conclusions of the theorem are related to the dynamical proper-
ties of the system. We will show in this paper that if the conditions of the deficiency zero theorem
hold on the network of a stochastically modeled chemical system with quite general kinetics, then
there exists a product-form stationary distribution for each closed, irreducible subset of the state
space. In fact, we will show a stronger result: that a product-form stationary distribution exists so
long as there exists a complex balanced equilibrium for the associated deterministically modeled
system. However, the equilibrium values guaranteed to exist by the deficiency zero theorem are
complex balanced and so the conditions of that theorem are sufficient to guarantee the existence
of the product-form distribution. Finally, the main parameter of the stationary distribution will be
shown to be a complex balanced equilibrium value of the deterministically modeled system.
Product-form stationary distributions play a central role in the theory of queueing networks
where the product-form property holds for a large, naturally occurring class of models called Jack-
son networks (see, for example, [30], Chapter 3, and [10], Chapter 2) and a much larger class of
quasi-reversible networks ([30], Chapter 3, [10], Chapter 4, [36], Chapter 8). Kelly, [30], Section
8.5, recognizes the possible existence of product-form stationary distributions for a subclass of
chemical reaction models and gives a condition for that existence. That condition is essentially the
complex balance condition described below, and our main result asserts that for any mass-action
chemical reaction model the conditions of the deficiency zero theorem ensure that this condition
holds.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formally introduce chemical reaction
networks. In Section 3 we develop both the stochastic and deterministic models of chemical re-
action systems. Also in Section 3 we state the deficiency zero theorem for deterministic systems
and present two theorems that are used in its proof and that will be of use to us. In Section 4
we present the first of our main results: that every closed, irreducible subset of the state space of a
stochastically modeled system with mass-action kinetics has a product-form stationary distribution
if the chemical network is weakly reversible and has a deficiency of zero. In Section 5 we present
some examples of the use of this result. In Section 6 we extend our main result to systems with
more general kinetics.
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2 Chemical reaction networks
Consider a system with m chemical species, {S1, . . . , Sm}, undergoing a finite series of chemical
reactions. For the kth reaction, denote by νk, ν ′k ∈ Zm≥0 the vectors representing the number of
molecules of each species consumed and created in one instance of that reaction, respectively. We
note that if νk = ~0 then the kth reaction represents an input to the system, and if ν ′k = ~0 then it
represents an output. Using a slight abuse of notation, we associate each such νk (and ν ′k) with
a linear combination of the species in which the coefficient of Si is νik, the ith element of νk.
For example, if νk = [1, 2, 3]T for a system consisting of three species, we associate with νk
the linear combination S1 + 2S2 + 3S3. For νk = ~0, we simply associate νk with ∅. Under this
association, each νk (and ν ′k) is termed a complex of the system. We denote any reaction by the
notation νk → ν ′k, where νk is the source, or reactant, complex and ν ′k is the product complex. We
note that each complex may appear as both a source complex and a product complex in the system.
The set of all complexes will be denoted by {νk} := ∪k({νk} ∪ {ν ′k}).
Definition 2.1. Let S = {Si}, C = {νk}, and R = {νk → ν ′k} denote the sets of species,
complexes, and reactions, respectively. The triple {S, C,R} is called a chemical reaction network.
The structure of chemical reaction networks plays a central role in both the study of stochasti-
cally and deterministically modeled systems. As alluded to in the Introduction, it will be conditions
on the network of a system that guarantee certain dynamical properties for both models. Therefore,
the remainder of this section consists of definitions related to chemical networks that will be used
throughout the paper.
Definition 2.2. A chemical reaction network, {S, C,R}, is called weakly reversible if for any
reaction νk → ν ′k, there is a sequence of directed reactions beginning with ν ′k as a source complex
and ending with νk as a product complex. That is, there exist complexes ν1, . . . , νr such that
ν ′k → ν1, ν1 → ν2, . . . , νr → νk ∈ R. A network is called reversible if ν ′k → νk ∈ R whenever
νk → ν
′
k ∈ R.
Remark. The definition of a reversible network given in Definition 2.2 is distinct from the notion
of a reversible stochastic process. However, in Section 4.2 we point out a connection between the
two concepts for systems that are detailed balanced.
To each reaction network, {S, C,R}, there is a unique, directed graph constructed in the fol-
lowing manner. The nodes of the graph are the complexes, C. A directed edge is then placed from
complex νk to complex ν ′k if and only if νk → ν ′k ∈ R. Each connected component of the resulting
graph is termed a linkage class of the graph. We denote the number of linkage classes by ℓ. It is
easy to see that a chemical reaction network is weakly reversible if and only if each of the linkage
classes of its graph is strongly connected.
Definition 2.3. S = span{νk→ν′k∈R}{ν
′
k − νk} is the stoichiometric subspace of the network. For
c ∈ Rm we say c + S and (c + S) ∩ Rm>0 are the stoichiometric compatibility classes and positive
stoichiometric compatibility classes of the network, respectively. Denote dim(S) = s.
It is simple to show that for both stochastic and deterministic models, the state of the system
remains within a single stoichiometric compatibility class for all time, assuming that one starts
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in that class. This fact is important because it changes the types of questions that are reasonable
to ask about a given system. For example, unless there is only one stoichiometric compatibility
class, and so S = Rm, the correct question is not whether there is a unique fixed point for a
given deterministic system. Instead, the correct question is whether within each stoichiometric
compatibility class there is a unique fixed point. Analogously, for stochastically modeled systems
it is typically of interest to compute stationary distributions for each closed, irreducible subset of
the state space (each contained within a stoichiometric compatibility class) with the precise subset
being determined by initial conditions.
The final definition of this section is that of the deficiency of a network ([16]). It is not a difficult
exercise to show that the deficiency of a network is always greater than or equal to zero.
Definition 2.4. The deficiency of a chemical reaction network, {S, C,R}, is δ = |C|−ℓ−s, where
|C| is the number of complexes, ℓ is the number of linkage classes of the network graph, and s is
the dimension of the stoichiometric subspace of the network.
While the deficiency is, by definition, only a property of the network, we will see in Sections
3.2, 4, and 6 that a deficiency of zero has implications for the long-time dynamics of both deter-
ministic and stochastic models of chemical reaction systems.
3 Dynamical models
The notion of a chemical reaction network is the same for both stochastic and deterministic sys-
tems and the choice of whether to model the evolution of the state of the system stochastically or
deterministically is made based upon the details of the specific chemical or biological problem at
hand. Typically if the number of molecules is low, a stochastic model is used, and if the number of
molecules is high, a deterministic model is used. For cases between the two extremes a diffusion
approximation can be used or, for cases in which the system contains multiple scales, pieces of the
reaction network can be modeled stochastically, while others can be modeled deterministically (or,
more accurately, absolutely continuously with respect to time). See, for example, [8] and Section
5.1.
3.1 Stochastic models
The simplest stochastic model for a chemical network {S, C,R} treats the system as a continuous
time Markov chain whose state X ∈ Zm≥0 is a vector giving the number of molecules of each
species present with each reaction modeled as a possible transition for the state. We assume a
finite number of reactions. The model for the kth reaction, νk → ν ′k, is determined by the vector
of inputs, νk, specifying the number of molecules of each chemical species that are consumed in
the reaction, the vector of outputs, ν ′k, specifying the number of molecules of each species that are
created in the reaction, and a function of the state, λk(X), that gives the rate at which the reaction
occurs. Specifically, if the kth reaction occurs at time t, the new state becomes
X(t) = X(t−) + ν ′k − νk.
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Let Rk(t) denote the number of times that the kth reaction occurs by time t. Then the state of the
system at time t can be written as
X(t) = X(0) +
∑
k
Rk(t)(ν
′
k − νk), (3.1)
where we have summed over the reactions. The process Rk is a counting process with intensity
λk(X(t)) (called the propensity in the chemistry literature) and can be written as
Rk(t) = Yk
(∫ t
0
λk(X(s))ds
)
, (3.2)
where the Yk are independent, unit-rate Poisson processes ([32], [14] Ch. 11). Note that (3.1) and
(3.2) give a system of stochastic equations that uniquely determines X up to sup{t : ∑k Rk(t) <
∞}. The generator for the Markov chain is the operator, A, defined by
Af(x) =
∑
k
λk(x)(f(x+ ν
′
k − νk)− f(x)), (3.3)
where f is any function defined on the state space.
A commonly chosen form for the intensity functions λk is that of stochastic mass-action, which
says that for x ∈ Zm≥0 the rate of the kth reaction should be given by
λk(x) = κk
(
m∏
ℓ=1
νℓk!
)(
x
νk
)
= κk
m∏
ℓ=1
xℓ!
(xℓ − νℓk)!
1{xℓ≥νℓk}, (3.4)
for some constant κk, where we adopt the convention that 0! = 1. Note that the rate (3.4) is
proportional to the number of distinct subsets of the molecules present that can form the inputs for
the reaction. Intuitively, this assumption reflects the idea that the system is well-stirred in the sense
that all molecules are equally likely to be at any location at any time. For concreteness, we will
assume that the intensity functions satisfy (3.4) throughout most of the paper. In Section 6 we will
generalize our results to systems with more general kinetics.
A probability distribution {π(x)} is a stationary distribution for the chain if∑
x
π(x)Af(x) = 0
for a sufficiently large class of functions f or, taking f(y) = 1x(y) and using equation (3.3), if∑
k
π(x− ν ′k + νk)λk(x− ν
′
k + νk) = π(x)
∑
k
λk(x) (3.5)
for all x in the state space. If the network is weakly reversible, then the state space of the Markov
chain is a union of closed, irreducible communicating classes. (This fact follows because if the
Markov chain can proceed from state x to state y via a sequence of reactions, weak reversibil-
ity of the network implies those reactions can be “undone” in reverse sequential order by another
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sequence of reactions.) Also, each closed, irreducible communicating class is either finite or count-
able. Therefore, if a stationary distribution with support on a single communicating class exists it
is unique and
lim
t→∞
P (X(t) = x | X(0) = y) = π(x),
for all x, y in that communicating class. Thus, the stationary distribution gives the long-term
behavior of the system.
Solving equation (3.5) is in general a formidable task. However, in Section 4 we will do so if
the network is weakly reversible, has a deficiency of zero, and if the rate functions λk(x) satisfy
mass-action kinetics, (3.4). We will also show that the stationary distribution is of product form.
More specifically, we will show that for each communicating class there exists a c ∈ Rm>0 and a
normalizing constant M > 0 such that
π(x) = M
m∏
i=1
πi(xi) := M
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
satisfies equation (3.5). The ci in the definition of πi will be shown to be the ith component of an
equilibrium value of the analogous deterministic system described in the next section. In Section
6 we will solve (3.5) for more general kinetics.
3.2 Deterministic models and the deficiency zero theorem
Under an appropriate scaling limit (see Section 4.1) the continuous time Markov chain (3.1), (3.2),
(3.4) becomes
x(t) = x(0) +
∑
k
(∫ t
0
fk(x(s))ds
)
(ν ′k − νk) := x(0) +
∫ t
0
f(x(s))ds, (3.6)
where the last equality is a definition and
fk(x) = κkx
ν1k
1 x
ν2k
2 · · ·x
νmk
m , (3.7)
where we use the convention 00 = 1. We say that the deterministic system (3.6) has mass-action
kinetics if the rate functions fk have the form (3.7). The proof of the following theorem by Feinberg
can be found in [16] or [19]. We note that the full statement of the deficiency zero theorem actually
says more than what is given below and the interested reader is encouraged to see the original work.
Theorem 3.1 (The Deficiency Zero Theorem). Consider a weakly reversible, deficiency zero chem-
ical reaction network {S, C,R} with dynamics given by (3.6)-(3.7). Then for any choice of rate
constants {κk}, within each positive stoichiometric compatibility class there is precisely one equi-
librium value, and that equilibrium value is locally asymptotically stable relative to its compati-
bility class.
The dynamics of the system (3.6)-(3.7) take place in Rm≥0. However, to prove the deficiency
zero theorem it turns out to be more appropriate to work in complex space, denoted RC , which we
will describe now. For any U ⊆ C let ωU : C → {0, 1} denote the indicator function ωU(νk) =
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1{νk∈U}. Complex space is defined to be the vector space with basis {ωνk | νk ∈ C}, where we have
denoted ω{νk} by ωνk .
If u is a vector with nonnegative integer components and w is a vector with nonnegative real
components, then let u! =
∏
i ui! and wu =
∏
i w
ui
i , where we interpret 00 = 1 and 0! = 1. Let
Ψ : Rm → RC and Aκ : RC → RC be defined by:
Ψ(x) =
∑
νk∈C
xνkωνk
Aκ(y) =
∑
νk→ν
′
k
∈R
κkyνk(ων′k − ωνk),
where the subscript κ of Aκ denotes the choice of rate constants for the system. Let Y : RC → Rm
be the linear map whose action on the basis elements {ωνk} is defined by Y (ωνk) = νk. Then
equations (3.6)-(3.7) can be written as the coupled set of ordinary differential equations
x˙(t) = f(x(t)) = Y (Aκ(Ψ(x(t)))).
Therefore, in order to show that a value c is an equilibrium of the system, it is sufficient to show
that Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0, which is an explicit system of equations for c. In particular, Ak(Ψ(c)) = 0 if
and only if for each z ∈ C ∑
{k:ν′
k
=z}
κkc
νk =
∑
{k:νk=z}
κkc
νk , (3.8)
where the sum on the left is over reactions for which z is the product complex and the sum on the
right is over reactions for which z is the source complex.
The following has been shown in [28] and [16] (see also [25]).
Theorem 3.2. Let {S, C,R} be a chemical reaction network with dynamics given by (3.6)-(3.7)
for some choice of rate constants, {κk}. Suppose there exists a c ∈ Rm>0 for which Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0,
then the following hold:
1. The network is weakly reversible.
2. Every equilibrium point with strictly positive components, x ∈ Rm>0 with f(x) = 0, satisfies
Aκ(Ψ(x)) = 0.
3. If Z = {x ∈ Rm>0 | f(x) = 0}, then lnZ := {y ∈ Rm | ∃ x ∈ Z and yi = ln(xi)} is
a coset of S⊥, the perpendicular complement of S. That is, there is a k ∈ Rm such that
lnZ = {w ∈ Rm | w = k + u for some u ∈ S⊥}.
4. There is one, and only one, equilibrium point in each positive stoichiometric compatibility
class.
5. Each equilibrium point of a positive stoichiometric compatibility class is locally asymptoti-
cally stable relative to its stoichiometric compatibility class.
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Thus, after a choice of rate constants has been made, the conclusions of the deficiency zero
theorem pertaining to the existence and asymptotic stability of equilibria (points 4. and 5. of The-
orem 3.2) hold so long as there exists at least one c ∈ Rm>0 such that Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0. The condition
that the system has a deficiency of zero only plays a role in showing that there does exist such a
c ∈ Rm>0. A proof of the following can be found in [16], [17], or [19].
Theorem 3.3. Let {S, C,R} be a chemical reaction network with dynamics given by (3.6)-(3.7)
for some choice of rate constants, {κk}. If the network has a deficiency of zero, then there exists a
c ∈ Rm>0 such that Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0 if and only if the network is weakly reversible.
A chemical reaction network with deterministic mass-action kinetics (and a choice of rate con-
stants) that admits a c for which Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0 is called complex balanced in the literature. The
second conclusion of Theorem 3.2 demonstrates why this notation is appropriate. The equivalent
representation given by (3.8) shows the origin of this terminology. The surprising aspect of the
deficiency zero theorem is that it gives simple and checkable sufficient conditions on the network
structure alone that guarantee that a system is complex balanced for any choice of rate constants.
We will see in the following sections that the main results of this paper have the same property:
product-form stationary distributions exist for all stochastic systems that are complex balanced
when viewed as deterministic systems, and δ = 0 is a sufficient condition to guarantee this for
weakly reversible networks.
4 Main result for mass-action systems
The collection of stationary distributions for a countable state space Markov chain is convex. The
extremal distributions correspond to the closed, irreducible subsets of the state space; that is, every
stationary distribution can be written as
π =
∑
Γ
αΓπΓ, (4.1)
where αΓ ≥ 0,
∑
Γ αΓ = 1, and the sums are over the closed, irreducible subsets Γ of the state
space. Here πΓ is the unique stationary distribution satisfying πΓ(Γ) = 1.
We now state and prove our main result for systems with mass-action kinetics.
Theorem 4.1. Let {S, C,R} be a chemical reaction network and let {κk} be a choice of rate
constants. Suppose that, modeled deterministically, the system is complex balanced with complex
balanced equilibrium c ∈ Rm>0. Then the stochastically modeled system with intensities (3.4) has a
stationary distribution consisting of the product of Poisson distributions,
π(x) =
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
e−ci, x ∈ Zm≥0. (4.2)
If Zm≥0 is irreducible, then (4.2) is the unique stationary distribution, whereas if Zm≥0 is not irre-
ducible then the πΓ of equation (4.1) are given by the product-form stationary distributions
πΓ(x) = MΓ
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
, x ∈ Γ,
and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ is a positive normalizing constant.
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Proof. Let π satisfy (4.2) where c ∈ Rm>0 satisfies Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0. We will show that π is stationary
by verifying that equation (3.5) holds for all x ∈ Zm≥0. Plugging π and (3.4) into equation (3.5) and
simplifying yields
∑
k
κkc
νk−ν
′
k
1
(x− ν ′k)!
m∏
ℓ=1
1{xℓ≥ν′ℓk} =
∑
k
κk
1
(x− νk)!
m∏
ℓ=1
1{xℓ≥νℓk}. (4.3)
Equation (4.3) will be satisfied if for each complex z ∈ C,
∑
{k:ν′
k
=z}
κkc
νk−z
1
(x− z)!
m∏
ℓ=1
1{xℓ≥zℓ} =
∑
{k:νk=z}
κk
1
(x− z)!
m∏
ℓ=1
1{xℓ≥zℓ}, (4.4)
where the sum on the left is over reactions for which z is the product complex and the sum on
the right is over reactions for which z is the source complex. The complex z is fixed in the above
equation, and so (4.4) is equivalent to (3.8), which is equivalent to Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0.
To complete the proof, one need only observe that the normalized restriction of π to any closed,
irreducible subset Γ must also be a stationary distribution.
The following theorem gives simple and checkable conditions that guarantee the existence of a
product-form stationary distribution of the form (4.2).
Theorem 4.2. Let {S, C,R} be a chemical reaction network that has a deficiency of zero and is
weakly reversible. Then for any choice of rate constants {κk} the stochastically modeled system
with intensities (3.4) has a stationary distribution consisting of the product of Poisson distributions,
π(x) =
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
e−ci, x ∈ Zm≥0,
where c is an equilibrium value for the deterministic system (3.6)-(3.7), which is guaranteed to
exist and be complex balanced by Theorems 3.1-3.3. If Zm≥0 is irreducible, then π is the unique
stationary distribution, whereas if Zm≥0 is not irreducible then the πΓ of equation (4.1) are given by
the product-form stationary distributions
πΓ(x) = MΓ
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
, x ∈ Γ,
and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ is a positive normalizing constant.
Proof. This is a direct result of Theorems 3.3 and 4.1.
We remark that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 give sufficient conditions under which Zm≥0 being irre-
ducible guarantees that when in distributional equilibrium the species numbers: (a) are independent
and (b) have Poisson distributions. We return to this point in Examples 5.2 and 5.3.
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4.1 The classical scaling
Defining |νk| =
∑
i νik and letting V be a scaling parameter usually taken to be the volume of
the system times Avogadro’s number, it is reasonable to scale the rate constants of the stochastic
model with the volume like
κk =
κˆk
V |νk|−1
, (4.5)
for some κˆk > 0. This follows by considering the probability of a particular set of |νk| molecules
finding each other in a volume proportional to V in a time interval [t, t + ∆t). In this case, the
intensity functions become
λVk (x) =
κˆk
V |νk|−1
(
∏
i
νik!)
(
x
νk
)
= V κˆk
1
V |νk|
∏
i
xi!
(xi − νik)!
. (4.6)
Since V is the volume times Avogadro’s number and x gives the number of molecules of each
species present, c = V −1x gives the concentrations in moles per unit volume. With this scaling
and a large volume limit
λVk (x) ≈ V κˆk
∏
i
cνiki = V κˆkc
νk ≡ V λˆk(c). (4.7)
Since the law of large numbers for the Poisson process implies V −1Yk(Nu) ≈ u, (3.2) and (4.7),
together with the assumption that X(0) = V C(0) for some C(0) ∈ Rm>0, imply
C(t) = V −1X(t) ≈ C(0) +
∑
k
∫ t
0
κˆkC(s)
νkds (ν ′k − νk),
which in the large volume limit gives the classical deterministic law of mass action detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2. For a precise formulation of the above scaling argument, termed the “classical scaling,”
see [31, 32, 33].
Because the above scaling is the natural relationship between the stochastic and deterministic
models of chemical reaction networks, we expect to be able to generalize Theorem 4.1 to this
setting.
Theorem 4.3. Let {S, C,R} be a chemical reaction network. Suppose that, modeled deterministi-
cally with rate constants {κˆk}, the system is complex balanced with complex balanced equilibrium
c ∈ Rm>0. For some V > 0, let {κk} be related to {κˆk} via (4.5). Then the stochastically modeled
system with intensities (3.4) and rate constants {κk} has a stationary distribution consisting of the
product of Poisson distributions,
π(x) =
m∏
i=1
(V ci)
xi
xi!
e−V ci, x ∈ Zm≥0.
If Zm≥0 is irreducible, then (4.2) is the unique stationary distribution, whereas if Zm≥0 is not irre-
ducible then the πΓ of equation (4.1) are given by the product-form stationary distributions
πΓ(x) = MΓ
m∏
i=1
(V ci)
xi
xi!
, x ∈ Γ,
and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ is a positive normalizing constant.
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Proof. The proof is similar to before, and now consists of making sure the V ’s cancel in an appro-
priate manner. The details are omitted.
We see that Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 4.3 by taking V = 1. Theorem 4.2 generalizes
in the obvious way.
4.2 Reversibility and detail balance
An equilibrium value, c ∈ Rm>0, for a reversible, in the sense of Definition 2.2, chemical reaction
network with deterministic mass-action kinetics is called detailed balanced if for each pair of
reversible reactions, νk ⇄ ν ′k, we have
κkc
νk = κ′kc
ν′
k , (4.8)
where κk, κ′k are the rate constants for the reactions νk → ν ′k, ν ′k → νk, respectively. In [18], page
1820, Feinberg shows that if one positive equilibrium is detailed balanced then they all are; a re-
sult similar to the second conclusion of Theorem 3.2 for complex balanced systems. A reversible
chemical reaction system with deterministic mass action kinetics is therefore called detailed bal-
anced if it admits one detailed balanced equilibrium. It is immediate that any system that is detailed
balanced is also complex balanced. The fact that a product-form stationary distribution of the form
(4.2) exists for the stochastic systems whose deterministic analogs are detailed balanced is well-
known. See, for example, [38]. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can therefore be viewed as an extension
of that result. However, more can be said in the case when the deterministic system is detailed
balanced, and which we include here for completeness (no originality is being claimed).
As mentioned in the remark following Definition 2.2, the term “reversible” has a meaning in
the context of stochastic processes that differs from that of Definition 2.2. Before defining this, we
need the concept of a transition rate. For any continuous time Markov chain with state space Γ, the
transition rate from x ∈ Γ to y ∈ Γ (with x 6= y) is a non-negative number α(x, y) satisfying
P (X(t+∆t) = y | X(t) = x) = α(x, y)∆t+ o(∆t).
Thus, in the context of this paper, if y = x + ν ′k − νk for some k, then α(x, y) = λk(x), and zero
otherwise.
Definition 4.4. A continuous time Markov chain X(t) with transition rates α(x, y) is reversible
with respect to the distribution π if for all x, y in the state space Γ
π(x)α(x, y) = π(y)α(y, x). (4.9)
It is simple to see (by summing both sides of (4.9) with respect to y over Γ), that π must be
a stationary distribution for the process. A stationary distribution satisfying (4.9) is even called
detailed balanced in the probability literature. The following is proved in [38], Chapter 7.
Theorem 4.5. Let {S, C,R} be a reversible2 chemical reaction network with rate constants {κk}.
Then the deterministically modeled system with mass-action kinetics has a detailed balanced equi-
librium if and only if the stochastically modeled system with intensities (3.4) is reversible with
respect to its stationary distribution.3
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Succinctly, this theorem says that reversibility and detailed balanced in the deterministic setting
is equivalent to reversible (and, hence, detailed balanced) in the stochastic setting.
4.3 Non-uniqueness of c
For stochastically modeled chemical reaction systems any irreducible subset of the state space,
Γ, is contained within (y + S) ∩ Zm≥0 for some y ∈ Rm≥0. Therefore, each Γ is associated with
a stoichiometric compatibility class. For weakly reversible systems with a deficiency of zero,
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 guarantee that each such stoichiometric compatibility class has an associated
equilibrium value for which Aκ(Ψ(c)) = 0. However, neither Theorem 4.1 nor Theorem 4.2
makes the requirement that the equilibrium value used in the product-form stationary measure
πΓ(·) be contained within the stoichiometric compatibility class associated with Γ. Therefore
we see that one such c can be used to construct a product-form stationary distribution for every
closed, irreducible subset. Conversely, for a given irreducible subset Γ any positive equilibrium
value of the system (3.6)-(3.7) can be used to construct πΓ(·). This fact seems to be contrary
to the uniqueness of the stationary distribution; however, it can be understood through the third
conclusion of Theorem 3.2 as follows.
Let Γ be a closed, irreducible subset of the state space with associated positive stoichiometric
compatibility class (y + S) ∩Zm≥0, and let c1, c2 ∈ Rm>0 be such that Aκ(Ψ(c1)) = Aκ(Ψ(c2)) = 0.
For i ∈ {1, 2} and x ∈ Γ, let πi(x) = Micxi /x!, where M1 and M2 are normalizing constants. Then
for each x ∈ Γ
π1(x)
π2(x)
=
M1c
x
1
x!
x!
M2cx2
=
M1
M2
cx1
cx2
.
For any vector u, we define (ln(u))i = ln(ui). Then for x ∈ Γ ⊂ y + S
cx1
cx2
= ex·(ln c1−ln c2) = ey·(ln c1−ln c2) =
cy1
cy2
, (4.10)
where the second equality follows from the third conclusion of Theorem 3.2. Therefore,
π1(x)
π2(x)
=
M1
M2
cy1
cy2
. (4.11)
Finally,
1 =
(
M1
∑
x∈Γ
cx1/x!
)
/
(
M2
∑
x∈Γ
cx2/x!
)
=
M1
M2
(
cy1
cy2
∑
x∈Γ
cx2/x!
)
/
(∑
x∈Γ
cx2/x!
)
=
π1(x)
π2(x)
,
where the second equality follows from equation (4.10) and the third equality follows from equa-
tion (4.11). We therefore see that the stationary measure is independent of the choice of c, as
expected.
2In the sense of Definition 2.2.
3in the sense of Definition 4.4.
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5 Examples
Our first example points out that the existence of a product-form stationary distribution for the
closed, irreducible subsets of the state space does not necessarily imply independence of the species
numbers.
Example 5.1. (Non-independence of species numbers) Consider the simple reversible system
S1
k1
⇄
k2
S2,
where k1 and k2 are nonzero rate constants. We suppose that X1(0)+X2(0) = N , and so X1(t) +
X2(t) = N for all t. This system has two complexes, one linkage class, and the dimension of
the stoichiometric compatibility class is one. Therefore it has a deficiency of zero. Since it is also
weakly reversible, our results hold. An equilibrium to the system that satisfies the complex balance
equation is
c =
(
k2
k1 + k2
,
k1
k1 + k2
)
,
and the product-form stationary distribution for the system is
π(x) = M
cx11
x1!
cx22
x2!
,
where M > 0 is a normalizing constant. Using that X1(t) +X2(t) = N for all t yields
π1(x1) = M
cx11
x1!
cN−x12
(N − x1)!
=
M
x1!(N − x1)!
cx11 (1− c1)
N−x1,
for 0 ≤ x1 ≤ N . After setting M = N !, we see that X1 is binomially distributed. Similarly,
π2(x2) =
(
N
x2
)
cx22 (1− c2)
N−x2,
for 0 ≤ x2 ≤ N . Therefore, we trivially have that P (X1 = N) = cN1 and P (X2 = N) = cN2 , but
P (X1 = N,X2 = N) = 0 6= c
N
1 c
N
2 , and so X1 and X2 are not independent.
Remark. The conclusion of the previous example, that independence does not follow from the exis-
tence of a product-form stationary distribution, extends trivially to any network with a conservation
relation among the species.
Example 5.2. (First order reaction networks) The results presented below for first order reaction
networks are known in both the queueing theory and mathematical chemistry literature. See, for
example, [30] and [20]. We present them here to point out how they follow directly from Theorem
4.2.
We begin by defining |v| =
∑
i vi for any vector v ∈ Rm≥0. We say a reaction network is a
first order reaction network if |νk| ∈ {0, 1} for each complex νk ∈ C. Therefore, a network is first
order if each entry of the νk are zeros or ones, and at most one entry can be a one. It is simple to
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show that first order reaction networks necessarily have a deficiency of zero. Therefore, the results
of this paper are applicable to all first order reaction networks that are weakly reversible. Consider
such a reaction network with only one linkage class (for if there is more than one linkage class we
may consider the different linkage classes as distinct networks). We say that the network is open if
there is at least one reaction, νk → ν ′k, for which νk = ~0. Hence, by weak reversibility, there must
also be a reaction for which ν ′k = ~0. If no such reaction exists, we say the network is closed. If the
network is open we see that S = Rm, Γ = Zm≥0 is irreducible, and so by Theorem 4.2 the unique
stationary distribution is
π(x) =
m∏
i=1
cxii
xi!
e−ci, x ∈ Zm≥0,
where c ∈ Rm>0 is the complexed balanced equilibrium of the associated (linear) deterministic
system. Therefore, when in distributional equilibrium, the species numbers are independent and
have Poisson distributions. Note that neither the independence nor the Poisson distribution resulted
from the fact that the system under consideration was a first order system. Instead both facts
followed from Γ being all of Zm≥0.
In the case of a closed, weakly reversible, single linkage class, first order reaction network, it
is easy to see that there is a unique conservation relation X1(t) + · · ·+Xm(t) = N , for some N .
Thus, in distributional equilibrium X(t) has a multinomial distribution. That is for any x ∈ Zm≥0
satisfying x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xm = N
π(x) =
(
N
x1, x2, . . . , xm
)
cx =
N !
x1! · · ·xm!
cx11 · · · c
xm
m , (5.1)
where c ∈ Rm>0 is the equilibrium of the associated deterministic system normalized so that
∑
i ci =
1. As in the case of the open network, we note that the form of the equilibrium distribution does
not follow from the fact that the network only has first order reactions. Instead (5.1) follows from
the structure of the closed, irreducible communicating classes.
Example 5.3. (Enzyme kinetics I) Consider the possible model of enzyme kinetics given by
E + S ⇄ ES ⇄ E + P, E ⇄ ∅ ⇄ S, (5.2)
where E represents an enzyme, S represents a substrate, ES represents an enzyme-substrate com-
plex, P represents a product, and some choice of rate constants has been made. We note that both
E and S are being allowed to enter and leave the system.
The network (5.2) is reversible and has six complexes and two linkage classes. The dimension
of the stoichiometric subspace is readily checked to be four, and so the network has a deficiency of
zero. Theorem 4.2 applies and so the stochastically modeled system has a product-form stationary
distribution of the form (4.2). Ordering the species as X1 = E, X2 = S, X3 = ES, and X4 = P ,
the reaction vectors for this system include



1
0
0
0

 ,


0
1
0
0

 ,


−1
−1
1
0

 ,


1
0
−1
1



 .
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We therefore see that Γ = Z4≥0 is the unique closed, irreducible communicating class of the
stochastically modeled system and Theorem 4.2 tells us that in distributional equilibrium the
species numbers are independent and have Poisson distributions with parameters ci, which are
the complex balanced equilibrium values of the analogous deterministically modeled system.
Example 5.4. (Enzyme kinetics II) Consider the possible model for enzyme kinetics given by
E + S
k1
⇄
k−1
ES
k2
⇄
k−2
E + P, ∅
k3
⇄
k−3
E, (5.3)
where the species E, S, ES, and P are as in Example 5.3. We are now allowing only the enzyme
E to enter and leave the system. The network is reversible, there are five complexes, two linkage
classes, and the dimension of the stoichiometric compatibility class is three. Therefore, Theorem
4.2 implies that the stochastically modeled system has a product-form stationary distribution of the
form (4.2). The only conserved quantity of the system is S + ES + P , and so X2(t) + X3(t) +
X4(t) = N for some N > 0 and all t. Therefore, after solving for the normalizing constant, we
have that for any x ∈ Z4≥0 satisfying x2 + x3 + x4 = N
π(x) = e−c1
cx11
x1!
N !
x2!x3!x4!
cx22 c
x3
3 c
x4
4 = e
−c1
cx11
x1!
(
N
x2, x3, x4
)
cx22 c
x3
3 c
x4
4 ,
where c = (k3/k−3, c2, c3, c4) has been chosen so that c2 + c3 + c4 = 1. Thus, when the stochasti-
cally modeled system is in distributional equilibrium we have that: (a) E has a Poisson distribution
with parameter k3/k−3, (b) S, ES, and P are multinomially distributed, and (c) E is independent
from S, ES, and P .
5.1 The multiscale nature of reaction networks
Within a cell, some chemical species may be present in much greater abundance than others. In
addition, the rate constants κk may vary over several orders of magnitude. Consequently, the
scaling limit that gives the classical deterministic law of mass action detailed in Section 4.1 may
not be appropriate, and a different approach to deriving a scaling limit approximation for the basic
Markov chain model must be considered. As a consequence of the multiple scales in a network
model, it may be possible to separate the network into subnetworks of species and reactions, each
dominated by a time scale of a specific magnitude. Within each subnetwork, the graph structure and
stoichiometric properties may determine properties of the asymptotic solutions of the subnetwork.
Example 5.5. Consider the reaction network
S + E1
κ1
⇄
κ2
C
κ3→ P + E1, E1
κ4
⇄
κ5
A + E2, ∅
κ6
⇄
κ7
E2,
where ∅ → E2 and E2 → ∅ represent production and degradation of E2, respectively, S is a
substrate being converted to a product P , E1 and E2 are enzymes, and A is a substrate that reacts
with E2 allosterically to transform it into an active form.
We suppose that (i) the enzymes E1, E2 and the substrate A are in relatively low abundances,
(ii) the substrate S has a large abundance ofO(V ), and (iii) the reaction rates are also of the order
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O(V ). We change notation slightly and denote the number of molecules of species A at time t as
XVA (t), and similarly for the other species. Further, we denote XVS (t)/V = ZVS (t). Combined with
the conservation relation XVE1 + X
V
C + X
V
A = M ∈ Z>0, the scaled equations for the stochastic
model are
ZVS (t) = Z
V
S (0)− V
−1Y1(V
∫ t
0
κ1Z
V
S (s)X
V
E1
(s)ds) + V −1Y2(V
∫ t
0
κ2X
V
C (s)ds)
XVE1(t) = X
V
E1
(0)− Y1(V
∫ t
0
κ1Z
V
S (s)X
V
E1
(s)ds) + Y2(V
∫ t
0
κ2X
V
C (s)ds)
+ Y3(V
∫ t
0
κ3X
V
C (s)ds)− Y4(V
∫ t
0
κ4X
V
E1
(s)ds) + Y5(V
∫ t
0
κ5X
V
A (s)X
V
E2
(s)ds)
XVA (t) = X
V
A (0) + Y4(V
∫ t
0
κ4X
V
E1
(s)ds)− Y5(V
∫ t
0
κ5X
V
A (s)X
V
E2
(s)ds)
XVE2(t) = X
V
E2
(0) + Y6(V κ6t) + Y4(V
∫ t
0
κ4X
V
E1
(s)ds)− Y5(V
∫ t
0
κ5X
V
A (s)X
V
E2
(s)ds)
− Y7(V
∫ t
0
κ7X
V
E2
(s)ds),
where the Yi are unit-rate Poisson processes. The first equation satisfies
ZVS (t) = Z
V
S (0)− V
−1Y1(V
∫ t
0
κ1Z
V
S (s)
∫ ∞
−∞
xµVs (dx)ds) + V
−1Y2(V
∫ t
0
κ2
∫ ∞
−∞
xηVs (dx)ds),
where µVs (A) = I{XV
E1
(s)∈A} and ηVs (A) = I{XV
C
(s)∈A} are the respective occupation measures.
Using methods from stochastic averaging (see, for example, [8, 34]), as V →∞ the fast system is
“averaged out:”
ZS(t) = ZS(0)−
∫ t
0
κ1ZS(s)
∫ ∞
−∞
xµs(dx)ds+
∫ t
0
κ2
∫ ∞
−∞
xηs(dx)ds, (5.4)
where µs and ηs are the stationary distributions of XE1 and XC , respectively, of the fast subsystem
with ZS(s) held constant (assuming a stationary distribution exists). This reduced network (i.e. the
fast subsystem) is
A+ E2
κ5
⇄
κ4
E1
κ1ZS(s)
⇄
κ2+κ3
C, ∅
κ6
⇄
κ7
E2. (5.5)
Setting z = ZS(s) we have the following equilibrium relations for the moments of the above
network
κ4E[XE1 ]− κ5E[XAXE2] = 0
−(κ1z + κ4)E[XE1] + (κ2 + κ3)E[XC ] + κ5E[XAXE2] = 0
κ6 + κ4E[XE1]− κ5E[XAXE2 ]− κ7E[XE2 ] = 0
E[XE1 ] + E[XC ] + E[XA] = M.
(5.6)
E[XE1 ] and E[XC ], which are both functions of z and needed in equation (5.4), can not be explic-
itly solved for via the above equations without extra tools as (5.6) is a system of four equations
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with five unknowns. This situation arises frequently as it stems from the nonlinearity of the sys-
tem. However, the network (5.5) consists of five complexes, two connected components, and the
dimension of its stoichiometric subspace is three. Therefore, its deficiency is zero. As it is clearly
weakly reversible, Theorem 4.1 applies and, due to the product form of the distribution and the
unboundedness of the support of XE2 , it is easy to argue that XE2 is independent of XA, XE1 , and
XC when in equilibrium. Thus, E[XAXE2 ] = E[XA]E[XE2 ] and the first moments can be solved
for as functions of ZS(s). After solving and inserting these moments, (5.4) becomes
ZS(t) = ZS(0)−
∫ t
0
κ1κ3κ5κ6MZS(s)
(κ5κ6 + κ7κ4)(κ2 + κ3) + κ1κ5κ6ZS(s)
ds,
which is Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
6 More general kinetics
In this section we extend our results to systems with more general kinetics than stochastic mass
action. The generalizations we make are more or less standard for the types of results presented
in this paper (see, for example, [30], Section 8.5, [38], Chapter 9). What is surprising, however, is
that the conditions of the deficiency zero theorem of Feinberg (which are conditions on mass-action
deterministic systems) are also sufficient to guarantee the existence of stationary distributions of
stochastically modeled systems even when the intensity functions are not given by (3.4). It is
interesting to note that the generalizations made here for the stochastic deficiency zero Theorem
4.2 are similar to those made in [37], which generalized Feinberg’s deficiency zero Theorem 3.1 in
the deterministic setting.
Suppose that the intensity functions of a stochastically modeled system are given by
λk(x) = κk
m∏
i=1
νik−1∏
j=0
θi(xi − j) = κk
m∏
i=1
θi(xi)θi(xi − 1)θi(xi − (νik − 1)), (6.1)
where the κk are positive constants, θi : Z → R≥0, θi(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0, and we use the convention
that
∏−1
j=0 aj = 1 for any {aj}. Note that the final condition allows us to drop the indicator
functions of (3.4). As pointed out in [30], the function θi should be thought of as the “rate of
association” of the ith species. We give a few interesting choices for θi. If θi(xi) = xi for xi ≥ 0,
then (6.1) is stochastic mass-action kinetics. However, if for xi ≥ 0
θi(xi) =
vixi
ki + xi
, (6.2)
for some positive constants ki and vi, then the system has a type of stochastic Michaelis-Menten
kinetics ([29], Chapter 1). Finally, if |νk| ∈ {0, 1} and θi(xi) = min{ni, xi} for xi ≥ 0, then the
dynamical system models an M/M/n queueing network in which the ith species (and in this case
complex) represents the queue length of the ith queue, which has ni servers who work on a first
come, first serve basis.
The main restriction imposed by (6.1) is that for any reaction for which the ith species appears
in the source complex, the rate of that reaction must depend upon Xi via θi(Xi) only. Therefore,
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if, say, the ith species is governed by the kinetics (6.2), then the constants ki and vi must be the
same for each intensity which depends upon Xi (although the vi may be incorporated into the rate
constants κk, and so the real restriction is on the constant ki). However, systems with intensities
given by (6.1) are quite general in that different kinetics can be incorporated into the same model
through the functions θi. For example, if in a certain system species S1 is modeled to be governed
by Michaelis-Menten kinetics (6.2) and species S2 is modeled to be governed by mass-action
kinetics, then the reaction S1 + S2 → ν ′k would have intensity
λk(x) = κk
v1x1
k1 + x1
x2,
for some constant κk.
In following we use the convention that
∏0
j=1 aj = 1 for any choice of {aj}.
Theorem 6.1. Let {S, C,R} be a stochastically modeled chemical reaction network with intensity
functions (6.1). Suppose that the associated mass-action deterministic system with rate constants
{κk} has a complex balanced equilibrium c ∈ Rm>0. Then the stochastically modeled system admits
the stationary distribution
π(x) = M
m∏
i=1
cxii∏xi
j=1 θi(j)
, x ∈ Zm≥0, (6.3)
where M > 0 is a normalizing constant, provided that (6.3) is summable. If Zm≥0 is irreducible,
then (6.3) is the unique stationary distribution, whereas if Zm≥0 is not irreducible then the πΓ of
equation (4.1) are given by the product-form stationary distributions
πΓ(x) = MΓ
m∏
i=1
cxii∏xi
j=1 θi(j)
, x ∈ Γ, (6.4)
and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ > 0 is a normalizing constant, provided that (6.4) is
summable.
Proof. The proof consists of plugging (6.3) and (6.1) into equation (3.5) and verifying that c being
a complex balanced equilibrium is sufficient. The details are similar to before and so are omitted.
Remark. We simply remark that just as Theorem 4.2 followed directly from Theorem 4.1, the re-
sults of Theorem 6.1 hold, independent of the choice of rate constants κk, so long as the associated
network is weakly reversible and has a deficiency of zero.
Example 6.2. Consider a network, {S, C,R}, that is weakly reversible and has a deficiency of
zero. Suppose we have modeled the dynamics stochastically with intensity functions given by
(6.1) with each θi given via (6.2) for some choice of vi > 0 and ki a nonnegative integer. That is,
we consider a system endowed with stochastic Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Then,
xi∏
j=1
θi(j) =
xi∏
j=1
vij
ki + j
= vxii /
(
ki + xi
xi
)
.
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Thus, our candidate for a stationary distribution is
π(x) = M
m∏
i=1
cxii∏xi
j=1 θi(j)
= M
m∏
i=1
(
ki + xi
xi
)(
ci
vi
)xi
. (6.5)
Noting that (
ki + xi
xi
)
= O(xkii ), xi →∞,
we see that π(x) given by (6.5) is summable if ci < vi for each species Si whose possible abun-
dances are unbounded. In this case, (6.5) is indeed a stationary distribution for the system. We
note that the condition ci < vi for each species Si is both necessary and sufficient to guarantee
summability if Zm≥0 is irreducible, as in such a situation the species numbers are independent.
Example 6.3. In [35], Levine and Hwa computed and analyzed the stationary distributions of
different stochastically modeled chemical reaction systems with Michaelis-Menten kinetics (6.2).
The models they considered included among others: directed pathways (∅ → S1 → S2 → · · · →
SL → ∅), reversible pathways (∅ → S1 ⇆ S2 ⇆ · · · ⇆ SL → ∅), pathways with dilution of
intermediates (Si → ∅), and cyclic pathways (SL → S1). Each of the models considered in [35]
is biologically motivated and has a first order reaction network (|νk| ∈ {0, 1}, see Example 5.2),
which guarantees that they have a deficiency of zero. Further, the networks of the models consid-
ered are weakly reversible; therefore, the results of the current paper, and in particular Theorem
6.1 and the remark that follows, apply so long as the restrictions discussed in the paragraph pre-
ceding Theorem 6.1 are met. While these restriction are not always met (for example, dilution is
typically modeled with a linear intensity function and there is no reason for the ki of a forward
and a backward reaction for a species Si in a reversible pathway to be the same), they found that
the stationary distributions for these models are either of product form (when the restrictions are
met) or near product form (when the restrictions are not met). Further, because Zm≥0 is irreducible
in each of these models, the product form of the distribution implies that the species numbers are
independent. It is then postulated that the independence of the species numbers could play an
important, beneficial, biological role (see [35] for details). Similar to the conclusions we drew in
Example 5.2, Theorem 6.1 and the remark that follows point out how the models analyzed in [35]
are actually special cases of a quite general family of systems that have both the product form and
independence properties, and that these properties may be more widespread, and taken advantage
of by living organisms, than previously thought.
We return to the result of Example 6.2 pertaining to the summability of (6.5) and show that this
can be generalized in the following manner.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that for some closed, irreducible Γ ⊂ Zm≥0, πΓ : Γ→ R≥0 satisfies
πΓ(x) = M
m∏
i=1
cxii∏xi
j=1 θi(j)
,
for some c ∈ Rm>0 and M > 0, where θi : Z≥0 → R≥0 for each i. Then πΓ(x) is summable if for
each i for which sup{xi | x ∈ Γ} =∞ we have that θi(j) > ci+ǫ for some ǫ > 0 and j sufficiently
large.
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Proof. The conditions of the theorem immediately imply that there are positive constants C and ρ
for which πΓ(x) < Ce−ρ|x|, for all x ∈ Γ, which implies that πΓ(x) is summable.
It is tempting to believe that the conditions of Theorem 6.4 are in fact necessary, as in the case
when Zm≥0 is irreducible. The following simple example shows this not to be the case.
Example 6.5. Consider the reaction system with network
∅⇄ S1 + S2,
where the rate of the reaction ∅ → S1 + S2 is λ1(x) = 1, and the rate of the reaction S1 + S2 → ∅
is λ2(x) = 1× θ1(x1)θ2(x2), where
θ1(x1) =
3x1
1 + x1
, θ2(x2) =
(1/2)x2
1 + x2
.
Assume further that X1(0) = X2(0). For the more physically minded readers, we note that this
model could describe a reaction system for which there is a chemical complex C = S1S2 that
sporadically breaks into its chemical constituents, which may then re-form. The complex C may
be present in such high numbers relative to free S1 and S2 that we choose to model it as fixed,
which leads to the above reaction network.
We note that in this case, the reaction rates {κk} for the corresponding mass-action deter-
ministic system are both equal to one, and so an equilibrium value guaranteed to exist for the
deterministically modeled system by the deficiency zero theorem is c = (1, 1). This system
does not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.4 because both X1 and X2 are unbounded and
limj→∞ θ2(j) = 1/2 < 1 = c2. However, for any x ∈ Γ = {x ∈ Z2≥0 : x1 = x2},
πΓ(x) =
(
1 + x1
x1
)(
1
3
)x1 (1 + x2
x2
)(
1
(1/2)
)x2
=
(
1 + x1
x1
)2(
2
3
)x1
,
which is summable over Γ.
For the most general kinetics handled in this paper, we let the intensity functions of a stochas-
tically modeled system be given by
λk(x) = κk
θ(x)
θ(x− νk)
m∏
ℓ=1
1{xℓ≥νℓk}, (6.6)
where the κk are positive constants, and θ : Zm → R>0. Note that if
θ(x) =
m∏
i=1
xi∏
j=1
θi(j),
for some functions θi, then (6.6) is equivalent to (6.1), and so the following theorem implies The-
orem 6.1. It’s proof is similar to the previous theorems and so is omitted.
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Theorem 6.6. Let {S, C,R} be a stochastically modeled chemical reaction network with intensity
functions (6.6). Suppose that the associated mass-action deterministic system with rate constants
{κk} has a complex balanced equilibrium c ∈ Rm>0. Then the stochastically modeled system admits
the stationary distribution
π(x) = M
1
θ(x)
m∏
i=1
cxii , x ∈ Z
m
≥0, (6.7)
where M > 0 is a normalizing constant, provided that (6.7) is summable. If Zm≥0 is irreducible,
then (6.7) is the unique stationary distribution, whereas if Zm≥0 is not irreducible then the πΓ of
equation (4.1) are given by the product-form stationary distributions
πΓ(x) = MΓ
1
θ(x)
m∏
i=1
cxii , x ∈ Γ, (6.8)
and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ > 0 is a normalizing constant, provided that (6.8) is
summable.
Remark. Similar to the remark following Theorem 6.1, we point out that the results of Theorem 6.6
hold, independent of the choice of rate constants κk, so long as the associated network is weakly
reversible and has a deficiency of zero.
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